
Time Frequency Localizationof Trigonometric Hermite OperatorsJ�urgen Prestin and Ewald QuakAbstract. In this paper, localization properties of trigonometric poly-nomial Hermite operators are discussed. In particular, time frequencyuncertainty and operator norms are compared for the di�erent types offundamental interpolants which serve as scaling functions for a trigono-metric multiresolution analysis.
x1. IntroductionRecently, several di�erent approaches to periodic multiresolution analyseshave been presented. For example, periodic scaling functions and waveletsare discussed by Narcowich and Ward [3] who investigate their time fre-quency behaviour in terms of an uncertainty principle for periodic functionsdue to Breitenberger [1]. The periodic basis functions in [3] possess an un-certainty product of O(pn) for increasing dimension n of the correspondingspaces. On the other hand, uniformly bounded uncertainty products arecomputed by Selig [6] for trigonometric fundamental Lagrange interpolantsbased on de la Vall�ee Poussin means. A multiresolution analysis generatedby two di�erent types of scaling functions and wavelets, namely fundamen-tal trigonometric Hermite interpolants, is investigated in [5]. One of thesescaling functions is a Fej�er kernel, while the other is a conjugate Dirichletkernel. In this paper, we explain the di�erent behaviour of these two typesof functions with respect to their localization properties. This includesthe computation of the time frequency uncertainty as well as the operatornorms. Let us remark here that similar di�erences also occur for the de laVall�ee Poussin and Fourier type Lagrange interpolants which are describedin [4].Approximation Theory VIII 1Charles K. Chui and Larry L. Schumaker (eds.), pp. 1{8.Copyright oc 1995 by World Scienti�c Publishing Co., Inc.All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.ISBN 0-12-xxxxxx-x



2 J. Prestin and E. QuakLet Lp2� denote the space of real-valued p-integrable 2�-periodic func-tions for 1 � p < 1, and C2� the space of real-valued continuous func-tions, with their respective norms kfkp = 12� R 2�0 jf(x)jp dx1=p and kfkC =maxx jf(x)j. In particular, the L22�-norm is induced by the inner producthf; gi = 12� R 2�0 f(x)g(x) dx for f; g 2 L22�.The following functions are well-known and have been studied in detail,e.g., in [8]. For any n 2 lN, consider two di�erent kinds of kernels�0n;0(x) := 12n + 2n�1Xk=1 2n� k2n2 coskx = ( 14n2 sin2(nx)sin2(x2 ) for x =2 2�ZZ,1 for x 2 2�ZZ,and�1n;0(x) := 12n2  2n�1Xk=1 sin kx+ 12 sin 2nx! = �0n;0(x) sinx:For k = 0; : : : ; 2n � 1, de�ne equally spaced translates by �0n;k(x) :=�0n;0(x� k�=n) and, analogously, �1n;k(x) := �1n;0(x� k�=n).These functions are fundamental Hermite interpolants, i.e., for eachk; s = 0; : : : ; 2n� 1, it holds that�0n;k(s�n ) = �k;s and �0n;k0(s�n ) = 0and �1n;k(s�n ) = 0 and �1n;k0(s�n ) = �k;s:In particular, �0n;k and �1n;k were used as scaling functions in the Hermitemultiresolution analysis studied in [5].For n 2 lN, the spaces V rn are de�ned for r = 0; 1 asV rn := spanf�rn;k : k = 0; : : : ; 2n� 1g:It is well known (see [5,8]) thatVn = V 0n + V 1n = spanfcos rx; sin(r + 1)x : r = 0; : : : ; 2n� 1g:Thus Vn � Vn+1 and the spaces Vn form a polynomial multiresolutionanalysis of L22�.As shown in [5], the corresponding wavelet spaces can be described asWn =W 0n +W 1n ;



Localization of Hermite Operators 3where for r = 0; 1W rn := spanf rn;k : k = 0; : : : ; 2n� 1g; 0n;0(x) = 12n cos 2nx+ 16n2 4n�1X`=2n+1(6n� `) cos `xand  1n;0(x) = 16n2 4n�1X`=2n+1 sin `x+ 18n2 sin 4nx:As for the scaling functions, let  0n;k(x) :=  0n;0(x� k�=n) and  1n;k(x) := 1n;0(x� k�=n) for k = 0; : : : ; 2n� 1.These wavelets show the same interpolatory properties as the scalingfunctions, namely for each k; s = 0; : : : ; 2n� 1: 0n;k(s�n ) = �k;s and  0n;k0(s�n ) = 0and  1n;k(s�n ) = 0 and  1n;k0(s�n ) = �k;s:The following computations are restricted to the scaling functions, butsimilar investigations yield that both types of wavelet functions behavelike �1n;k. Let us only briey mention at this point that by giving up theinterpolatory properties, one can �nd another splitting of the space Wninto two wavelet spaces such that one of the two wavelets possesses thesame localization properties as �0n;k.x2. Localization by interpolationFor any n 2 lN, a Hermite type interpolation operator can be de�ned, map-ping any real-valued di�erentiable 2�-periodic function f into the space Vn,namely Ln := L0n + L1n, where for r = 0; 1,Lrnf(x) = 2n�1Xk=0 f (r)(k�n )�rn;k(x):Hence, each Lrn is a projection onto V rn due to the interpolatory properties.Note that the decomposition Vn = V 0n + V 1n is direct, but not orthog-onal, as can be seen from the following result.



4 J. Prestin and E. QuakLemma 2.1. For n 2 lN, it holds thatV 0n = spanf(n+ s) cos(n� s)x+ (n� s) cos(n+ s)x : s = 0; : : : ; n;(n+ s) sin(n� s)x� (n� s) sin(n+ s)x : s = 1; : : : ; n� 1gandV 1n = spanfcos(n� s)x� cos(n+ s)x : s = 1; : : : ; n� 1;sin(n� s)x + sin(n+ s)x : s = 0; : : : ; ng:Proof: To show the �rst statement, it is su�cient to establish that V 0n isin the kernel of L1n. ConsiderL1n((n+ s) cos(n� s) � + (n� s) cos(n+ s)� )= 2n�1Xk=0 (s2 � n2)�sin(n� s)k�n + sin(n+ s)k�n ��1n;k= 2n�1Xk=0 (2s2 � 2n2) sin k� cos sk�n �1n;k = 0:The rest follows analogously.A further possibility to describe localization of polynomials is relatedto a Nikolskii type inequality which can be stated as1 � kpnkpkpnkq � Cn 1q� 1pfor all trigonometric polynomials of degree at most n and 1 � q � p � 1(see [7, Ch.4.9.2]). To obtain equality on the right-hand side can also beregarded as a measure of time localization.Lemma 2.2. For n 2 lN, the norms of the fundamental interpolants �rn;k,r = 0; 1, k = 0; : : : ; 2n� 1, 1 < p � 1, are as follows:k�rn;kkp � n� 1p :Moreover, k�0n;kk1 = 12n; k�0n;kk2 = 12nr8n2 + 16n ; k�0n;kkC = 1;whereas k�1n;kk1 � log nn2 and k�1n;kk2 = 14n2r4n� 32 :



Localization of Hermite Operators 5Proof: The asymptotic behaviour of these kernels is well-known (see e.g.,[8, Ch.10]).For later use, the complex Fourier coe�cients of �0n;0 can be given asc0s = (2n� jsj)=(4n2) for jsj � 2n� 1 and c0s = 0 for jsj � 2n. The ones for�1n;0 are c1s = sgn s i=(4n2) for 0 < jsj < 2n, c1s = sgn s i=(8n2) for jsj = 2nand c1s = 0, otherwise. Hence,k�0n;kk22 = 1Xs=�1 jc0sj2 = 14n2 + 18n4 2n�1Xs=1 s2 = 13n + 124n3and k�1n;kk22 = 132n4 + 2n�1Xs=1 18n4 = 14n3 � 332n4 :For the computation of the L1-norm and C-norm, the positivity of �0n;kcan be applied. x3. Time frequency uncertaintyAccording to Breitenberger [1] and Narcowich & Ward [3], it is possibleto formulate an uncertainty principle for functions in L22�. For a functionf 2 L22�, represented by its Fourier series f(x) = P1s=�1 cseisx, the �rsttrigonometric moment is de�ned as�(f) := 12� Z 2�0 eixjf(x)j2 dx = 1Xs=�1 cscs+1:Then, the angle variance for f 2 L22�, f 6� 0, is de�ned byvarA(f) := kfk42 � j�(f)j2j�(f)j2 = ����� P1s=�1 jcsj2P1s=�1 cscs+1 �����2 � 1;and the frequency variance for real-valued functions byvarF (f) := 1Xs=�1 s2jcsj2:The Uncertainty Principle for real-valued functions f 2 L22�, f 6� 0,(see [1,3]) states that pvarA(f) varF (f)kfk2 � 12 :We now proceed to compute the uncertainty products of the twotrigonometric Hermite interpolants �0n;k and �1n;k.



6 J. Prestin and E. QuakTheorem 3.1. For n 2 lN, the angle variances of �0n;k and �1n;k arevarA(�0n;k) = 34 16n2 � 1(4n2 � 1)2 and varA(�1n;k) = 14 48n� 27(4n� 3)2 ;while varF (�0n;k) = 16n4 � 1120n3 and varF (�1n;k) = 8n2 � 3n+ 124n3 :Consequently, the uncertainty products areqvarA(�0n;k) varF (�0n;k)k�0n;kk2 =s 310 �1 + 20n2 + 12(8n2 + 1)(4n2 � 1)�and qvarA(�1n;k) varF (�1n;k)k�1n;kk2 =vuutn 1 + 120n2 � 101n+ 18(8n� 3)(4n� 3)2 ! :Proof: As the variances are translation invariant, it su�ces to deal withthe case k = 0.One computes1Xs=�1 c0sc0s+1 = 2 2n�2Xs=0 c0sc0s+1 = 18n4 2n�2Xs=0 (2n� s)(2n� s� 1)= 18n4  2nXs=1 s(s� 1)! = 4n2 � 112n3 ;and similarly all the other necessary terms.Discussion: According to the above theorem, �1n;k displays an O(pn)product, while in the limit, one obtains for �0n;k a value of p0:3 = 0:5477::,relatively close to the optimal value of 1=2. This is due to the fact that thefunction �0n;0 can be interpreted as an approximation of the theta functions1Xs=�1 e�cs2+isx;for which the time frequency localization tends to the optimal value of 1=2if the positive parameter c tends to 0. Details will be discussed in a forth-coming paper.



Localization of Hermite Operators 7x4. Approximation PropertiesOur goal in this section is to describe time-frequency localization in termsof operator norms. Let X be one of the spaces Lp2� or C2�. We considerthe orthoprojections P rn from X onto V rn :Theorem 4.1. Let n 2 lN. For the operator norms of the orthoprojections,it holds that kP 0nkX!X < 3and kP 1nkX!X � � log n; if X = C2� or X = L12�;Cp; if X = Lp2�; 1 < p <1:Proof: Let f 2 C2� be given such that P 0nf =P2n�1k=0 k�0n;k 6� 0. By thepositivity of �0n;k, we obtainkP 0nfkC = k 2n�1Xk=0 k�0n;kkC � � max0�k<2n jkj� k 2n�1Xk=0 �0n;kkC= max0�k<2n jkj =: jlj:On the other hand, by H�older's inequality,kfkCk�0n;lk1 � jhf; �0n;lij = jhP 0nf; �0n;lij = j 2n�1Xk=0 kh�0n;k; �0n;lij� jlj 2h�0n;l; �0n;li � 2n�1Xk=0 jkjjlj h�0n;k; �0n;li!� jlj�2k�0n;lk22 � k�0n;lk1� :Using the norm equalities from Lemma 2.2, we summarizekP 0nkC2�!C2� � jljkfkC �  2k�0n;lk22k�0n;lk1 � 1!�1 = 6n22n2 + 1 < 3:The uniform boundedness of kP 0nkC2�!C2� implies the one for X = Lp2�,1 � p <1, (see [2, Ch.1, x4, Th.9]) .To estimate kP 1nkX!X , we use the similarity of P 1n to the Fourier sumprojection.Namely, from Lemma 2.1, we conclude that V 1n has the orthogonalbasis fsinnx � coskx : k = 0; : : : ; n; sinnx � sin kx : k = 1; : : : ; n � 1g.



8 J. Prestin and E. QuakHence, in terms of the classical Fourier sum operator Sn with respect tospanfcoskx : k = 0; : : : ; n; sin kx : k = 1; : : : ; n� 1g, we writeP 1nf(x) � Sn(f sinn�)(x) sinnx;which leads to an asymptotic behaviour as stated in the theorem.Acknowledgments. The second author was supported in part by theDepartment of the Air Force, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH, contract F33600-94-M-2603. References1. Breitenberger, E., Uncertainty measures and uncertainty relations forangle observables, Found. Phys. 15 (1983), 353{364.2. Kashin, B. S. and A. A. Saakyan, Orthogonal Series, American Math-ematical Society, Providence, 1989.3. Narcowich, F. J. and J. D. Ward, Wavelets associated with periodicfunctions, CAT Report # 340, Texas A&MUniversity, 1994, submittedfor publication.4. Prestin, J. and E. Quak, Trigonometric interpolation and wavelet de-compositions, Numer. Algorithms, 1995, to appear.5. Quak, E., Trigonometric wavelets for Hermite interpolation, CAT Re-port # 330, Texas A&M University, 1994, submitted for publication.6. Selig, K., Trigonometric wavelets and the uncertainty principle, sub-mitted for publication.7. Timan, A. F., Theory of approximation of functions of a real variable,Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1963.8. Zygmund, A., Trigonometric Series, Cambridge University Press, Cam-bridge, 1959.J�urgen PrestinFB MathematikUniversit�at RostockUniversit�atsplatz 1D-18051 RostockGermanyprestin@mathematik.uni-rostock.d400.deEwald QuakCenter for Approximation TheoryDepartment of MathematicsTexas A&M UniversityCollege Station, TX 77843-3368USAquak@euler.math.tamu.edu


